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Minorities and the Modern Arab World: New Perspectives
3 Becoming a Sectarian Minority Arab Christians in Twentieth-Century Palestine 3 Becoming a Sectarian Minority Arab Christians in Twentieth-Century Palestine Early-twentieth-century ... Chaldean ...
Trump-era deals normalizing relations between Israel and Arab countries were touted as a step toward peace, but recent violence shows their limit.
Less than a week after the freshman congresswoman from Georgia lit a firestorm comparing mask mandates to the persecution of the Jews during the Holocaust, she’s out today with a fresh batch of crazy.
Becoming American The Early Arab
If you want to take a deeper dive, you can read “The Arab Americans” or “Becoming American: The Early Arab Immigrant Experience,” both by Alixa Naff, which detail how Arabs assimilated to ...
Water Cooler: Celebrate Arab American History Month from home
A lieutenant colonel was dismissed from his post after bashing and critical race theory. Lt. Col. Matthew Lohmeier was fired this month as commander of a U.S. Space Force unit. His “offense”? Speaking ...
The Woke Takeover of the U.S. Military Endangers Us All
A mysterious air base is being built on a volcanic island off Yemen that sits in one of the world's crucial maritime chokepoints for both energy shipments and commercial ...
Mysterious air base being built on volcanic island off Yemen
Trump-era deals normalizing relations between Israel and Arab countries were touted as a step toward peace, but recent violence shows their limit.
Trump touted the Abraham Accords as a 'new dawn' for the Middle East. 9 months later, Gaza erupted.
Samuel G. Freedman writes that by turning Israel into a partisan wedge issue, and alienating many American Jews in the process, former President Donald Trump and Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu ...
The Trump-Netanyahu bromance deepened American Jews' divide on Israel
Follow coverage of trans issues, and you’ll hear some people say that teens who change their gender identity are participating in a fad, and that social media is the culprit. As one proponent of ...
How the early internet created a place for trans youth to find one another and explore coming out
Less than a week after the freshman congresswoman from Georgia lit a firestorm comparing mask mandates to the persecution of the Jews during the Holocaust, she’s out today with a fresh batch of crazy.
Marjorie Taylor Greene pollutes the Republic
History is being made on the track as Toni Breidinger becomes the first Arab-American woman to race in NASCAR. Toni has been racing since she was 9 years old as a go-kart race car driver ...
The first Arab-American woman in NASCAR
A wider adoption of unmanned systems could potentially complicate the United States’ ability to develop effective countermeasures.
Weapons of the future: Trends in drone proliferation
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Minorities and the Modern Arab World: New Perspectives
This is all quite interesting when one considers that Rahall is Arab-American, a Christian of Lebanese ... ‘I happen to have been an early supporter of Barack Obama.’ And Rahall voted for ...
GOPer: Dem Rep. Rahall (Who Is Arab-American) Is ‘Good For The Middle East’ (VIDEO)
Arwa said her mother, an Arab American immigrant from Palestine ... many factors point to Arab Americans being a high-risk group for contracting COVID-19. Anecdotally, community organizations ...
Across Illinois, Arab Americans Were Dying From COVID-19, But The Government Wasn’t Counting. Some Say That Cost Lives
Congressional hopeful Solomon Rajput says his early morning commute ... more than 41,000 are of Arab origin, according to the 2010 US Census. But Arab-American advocates say the number is ...
Meet the progressive Democrat running for Congress in the heart of Arab-America
His performance, which received an Oscar nomination for best actor, is also seen as a win for inclusivity in Hollywood by several South Asian, Arab and ... an Afghan American actor based in ...
What Riz Ahmed's Oscar nod means to South Asian, Arab, Muslim artists
The United States is still by far the leading arms supplier to Saudi Arabia and the United Arab ... American weapons, and as China’s military technology improves, those options are going to only ...
China’s surprising drone sales in the Middle East
Late Thursday night and early Friday ... by the Arab rioters. The owner of the vehicle, Tal Yushuvayev, said in an interview with BeHadrei Haredim that despite there being officers nearby, police ...
Arab Riots in Jerusalem: 'We were in mortal danger'
We must not become hostages ... in its place. Also early Tuesday, two Jewish Israeli men were lightly injured when rocks were thrown at their car while driving past the Arab town of Umm al-Fahm ...
As tensions soar, Rivlin urges Arab Israeli leaders to be ‘clear voice’ for calm
Story continues NADIA ABUELEZAM: That means that Arab American populations are continuing to go through ... ITEDAL SHALABI: I think the COVID testing not being early on, has caused a lot of deaths in ...
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